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Purpose. Obtain SAFAE approval of a standard answer, preauthorized for future SAF/LL and SAFPA use 
respond to Congressional, state and local, and press inquiries on what role a community adopting AF 
CUZ studies may have in the BRAC 2005 process. 

Discussion. SAFPA recently received an Email press inquiry requesting less than a one day response to a 
:stion regarding a recommendation by a Homestead economic development agency to Miami-Dade County 
j Homestead City to adopt the Homestead ARB AICUZ study to improve their posture in the BRAC 2005 
md. The reporter asked what was the AF's view of this recommendation and what influence adopting these 
:ommendations might have on the future of Homestead in the BRAC 2005 process. We were unable to 
,pond within the requested time frame. SAFJIE's April 15,2003 memorandum "Congressional and Public 
juiry Disposition Procedures" requires such inquiries be directed to SAFIIEB to draft responses, obtain 
propriate staff coordination, and obtain SAFIIE approval. As we anticipate this will be a commonly asked 
>e of question, we have proposed a standardized answer for future, similar inquiries that SAF/LL and 
kF/PA could use without any further need for such staffing. Both offices would be required to document 
th the question and response, and provide a copy to SAFllEB for file and record purposes. 

Recommendation. SAFIIE approve the standard, preauthorized response to AICUZ-BRAC 2005 inquiries 
tab 1, thereby enabling both SAF/LL and SAFIPA to utilize this answer in the future without the need for 
rther staffing and approval. 

IOMAS F. FLEMING, Colonel, USAF 
lief, AF BRAC 2005 Division 
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Question: Community X has adoptedlis considering adopting X AFB's AlCUZ study 
into its local zoning plantordinances/land use plan. What is the Air Force's view of this 
action, and will it influence the prospectstfuture of X AFB in the BRAC 2005 round? 

Answer: The Air Force Air Installation Compatible Use Zone (AICUZ) program 
objectives are to assist local officials protect and promote public health, safety and 
welfare by recommending compatible development within the AlCUZ area of influence, 
and to protect our operational capability from the effects of lands uses which 
are incompatible with aircraft operations. Any action by a community to reflect and 
incorporate Air Force ACUlZ studies into local land use planning promotes these 
objectives. Both Congress and the AF recognize military value, to include requirements 
to support operations and training, must be the primary consideration for 
recommendations to reduce or restructure U.S. military bases under the Base 
Realignment and Closure (BRAC law). All specified military installations in the United 
States will be equally evaluated, and all recommendations will be based on approved 
published selection criteria, infrastructure inventory and force-structure plan. We are both 
obligated and fully committed to ensure the BRAC 2005 process is conducted fairly, 
impartially and professionally. 
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